The initial fc-tuple of the characteristic m-sequence associated with a primitive polynomial of degree k over GF(2) is given for 2 < k < 168.
Introduction. In this note we take advantage of the list of primitive polynomials over GF{2) published by Stahnke [1] to calculate a table of characteristic «z-sequences.
This author [2] has shown how a characteristic «z-sequence may be used to generate a set of cycle representatives for any cyclic code with square-free parity check polynomial. There exists a unique «z-sequence u = {u0, z/j, . . . ) so that un = u2n for all «, called the characteristic «z-sequence associated with/(x).
Algorithm. The algorithm used to find the characteristic «z-sequence below is easily adapted to finding such sequences over other prime fields. Treat the symbols u0, «j, . . . , uk_1 as unknowns. From recursion (1) formally calculate uk, uk+l, . . . , M2fc-2> reducing each of these terms to a linear combination of the unknowns. Then solve the system of equations (2) «n=M2#i» " = 0, 1, . . . ,fc-l, for the unknowns. The unique nonzero solution will be the characteristic «z-sequence associated with/(x). The following table lists the initial /c-tuple of the characteristic «z-sequence associated with the primitive polynomial shown. Each polynomial is given by showing which powers of x appear in f{x); i.e., f{x) -xs + x6 + x5 + x + 1 is given by 8 6 5 1 0. The notation z" will mean « consecutive copies of the integer i. 
